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Abstract: The exceptional architecture designed by master architects is a shared treasure of humanity,
which embodies their design skills and concepts not possessed by common architectural designers.
To help ordinary designers improve the design quality, we propose a new artificial intelligence (AI)
method for generative architectural design, which generates designs with specified styles and master
architect quality through a diffusion model based on textual prompts of the design requirements.
Compared to conventional methods dependent on heavy intellectual labor for innovative design
and drawing, the proposed method substantially enhances the creativity and efficiency of the design
process. It overcomes the problem of specified style difficulties in generating high-quality designs in
traditional diffusion models. The research results indicated that: (1) the proposed method efficiently
provides designers with diverse architectural designs; (2) new designs upon easily altered text
prompts; (3) high scalability for designers to fine-tune it for applications in other design domains;
and (4) an optimized architectural design workflow.

Keywords: architectural design; text to design; design process optimization; design quality; design
style; diffusion model

1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Motivation

Often the icon of a city, excellent architecture can attract tourists and promote local
economic development [1]. However, designing outstanding architecture via conventional
design methods poses multiple challenges. For one thing, conventional design methods
involve a significant amount of manual drawing and design modifications [2–4], resulting
in low design efficiency [4]. For another thing, cultivating designers with superb skills
and ideas usually proves difficult [4,5], hence low-quality and inefficient architectural
designs [5,6]. Such issues in the construction industry warrant urgent solutions.

1.2. Problem Statement and Objectives

Artificial intelligence (AI) has been widely used in daily life [7–10]. Specifically, diffu-
sion models can assist in addressing the low efficiency and quality in architectural design.
Based on the machine learning concept, diffusion models are trained by learning knowledge
from a vast amount of data [11,12] to generate diverse designs based on text prompts [13].
Nevertheless, the current mainstream diffusion models, such as Stable Diffusion [14], Mid-
journey [15], and DALL E2 [11], have limited applications in architectural design due
to their inability to embed specific design style and form in the generated architectural
designs (Figure 1). Considering that styles and shapes are crucial in architectural designs,
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improvements to the diffusion models are needed to meet the specific requirements in
generating particular architectural designs. This research aims to enhance the controllabil-
ity and usability of diffusion models to generate master-quality architectural designs of
specified design styles.

Figure 1. Mainstream diffusion models compared with the proposed method for generating archi-
tectural designs. Stable Diffusion [14] fails to generate an architectural design with a specific style,
and the image is not aesthetically pleasing (left panel). The architectural design styles generated by
Midjourney [15] (second from the left) and DALL E2 [11] (third from the left) are incorrect. None
of these generated images met the design requirements. The proposed method (far right) generates
architectural design in the correct design style. (Prompt: “An architectural photo in the Shu Wang
style, photo, realistic, high definition”).

1.3. Significance of Research

The efficiency and quality of architectural designs have been unsatisfactory [4,16–18]. In this
context, this research proposes a method to generate architectural design based on text prompts.
This method is mainly used in the conceptual scheme design stage to complete a rough design
scheme quickly. It significantly improves design quality and efficiency [19–22]. For one thing,
the proposed method can generate many designs from which designers can choose a satisfactory
solution without manual drawing, thereby enhancing design efficiency [4,5]. For another thing,
the method acquires design experience from the training data and generates a design beyond
the learned data or designers [5,6]. Furthermore, introducing AI into architectural design can
drive the industry toward intelligent transformation. The studied method employs AI to
generate the design and eliminates the heavy reliance on intensive intellectual labor for
innovative design and drawing of conventional methods, thus conforming to the future
design trend.

1.4. Research Framework

The proposed method builds on an improved diffusion model to generate high-
quality architectural designs upon textual prompts. The method involves data collection,
loss function definition, diffusion model fine-tuning, and model utilization for design
generation. To address the limited training data, we initially curated a new master builder
dataset (i.e., MBD-8) with the assistance of professional designers [23,24]. Subsequently, we
introduced a novel loss function to fine-tune the diffusion model, allowing it to generate
architectural designs with specific stylistic features and improved quality. The fine-tuned
diffusion model exhibits the capability to produce diverse architectural designs in batches
based on textual prompts. Finally, we summarize a set of guiding words to effectively
control the architectural design outcomes, which designers can utilize to exert greater
control over the generation process and enhance the controllability of the generated designs.
The research framework is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Research framework. In this research, we first collected a dataset of 310 images of architec-
ture designed by eight renowned architects. Subsequently, we trained an improved diffusion model
on the built dataset and the newly designed loss function. The enhanced diffusion model can directly
generate master-quality architectural designs based on textual prompts. Additionally, controllable
modifications can be achieved with the proposed guiding words.

1.5. Main Contribution

The proposed method leverages AI to enhance the conventional design process,
thereby replacing the intellectual labor-intensive creative design and drawing work of
the past. The findings indicate that the proposed method can generate diverse architec-
tural designs in batches based on textual prompts, significantly improving design quality
and efficiency. Figure 3 shows the effect of the proposed method on generating different
master-quality architectural designs.

The main contributions of this research are as follows:

1. Proposing a method for generating architectural designs in batches based on textual
prompts.

2. Enhancing the capabilities of the diffusion model to generate architectural designs
with specified styles.

3. Optimizing the architectural design workflow.
4. Proving the superiority of the proposed method to other mainstream diffusion models

for architectural design generation.
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Figure 3. The improved diffusion model proposed in this research directly generates architectural
designs with different styles according to text prompts. (Prompt: “An architectural photo in the style
of (names of different architects), photo, realistic, high definition”).

2. Literature Review
2.1. Architectural Design

Architectural designing relies on the professional skills and concepts of designers.
Outstanding architectural designs play a crucial role in showcasing the image of a city [2–4].
Moreover, iconic landmark architecture in a city stimulates local employment and boosts
the tourism industry [1,25].

Designers typically communicate architectural design proposals with clients through
visual renderings. However, this conventional method has low efficiency and low quality.
The inefficiency stems from the complexity of the conventional design process involving
extensive manual drawing tasks [2,5], such as creating 2D drawings, building 3D models,
applying material textures, and rendering visual effects [26]. This linear design process
restricts client involvement in the decision-making until producing the final rendered
images. If clients find the design not to meet their expectations upon viewing the final
images, designers must redo the entire design, leading to repetitive modifications [2–4].
Consequently, the efficiency of this design practice needs improvement [26].

The low quality of architectural designs is ascribed to the challenges of training an
excellent designer and the long process of improving design ability. The lack of design
skills in the designer renders it difficult to improve the design quality [4–6]. Yet, enhancing
design capabilities is a gradual process, where the designer must continuously learn new
design methods and explore different design styles [2,3,6,27–29]. Meanwhile, seeking the
best design solutions under complex conditions also poses significant challenges for the
designer [2,5].
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All these factors ultimately result in inefficient and low-quality architectural
designs [2,5]. Therefore, new technologies must be promptly introduced to the architecture
industry to address these issues.

2.2. Diffusion Model

In recent years, diffusion models have rapidly evolved into the mainstream image-
generation models [19–22,30,31], which could enable designers to acquire images swiftly,
thus significantly improving architectural design efficiency and quality [13,32].

The conventional diffusion models comprise the forward and backward processes. In
the forward process, noise is continuously added to the input image, transforming it into
a noisy image. The backward process aims to recover the original image from the noisy
image [33]. By learning the image denoising process, the diffusion models acquire the
ability to generate images [32,34]. When the need arises to generate images with specific
design elements, designers can incorporate text prompts into the denoising process of
the diffusion model to generate consistent images and achieve controllability over the
generated results [35–40]. The advantage of using text-guided diffusion models for image
generation lies in their simplicity to control the generation of images [12,14,41–43].

Despite the excellent performance of diffusion models in most fields, their applications
in architectural design still have room for improvement [35,44]. Specifically, the limitation
arises from acquiring vast amounts of Internet data for training, which lack high-quality
annotations with professional architectural terminology. As a result, the model fails to
establish connections between architectural design and architectural language during the
learning process, making it challenging to exert guidance in architectural design generation
using professional design vocabulary [45–48]. Therefore, it is essential to collect high-quality
architectural design images, annotate them with relevant information, and subsequently,
fine-tune the model to adapt them to architectural design tasks.

2.3. Model Fine-Tuning

Diffusion models learn new knowledge and concepts through entire retraining or
fine-tuning for new scenarios. Due to the massive cost of whole-model retraining, the need
for large image datasets, and the long training time [11,15], model fine-tuning is currently
the most-feasible.

There are four standard fine-tuning methods. The first is Textual
Inversion [11,36,46,49], i.e., freezing a text-to-image model and only providing the most-
suitable embedding vector to embed new knowledge. This method offers fast model
training and minimal generated models, but ordinary image generation effects. The sec-
ond is the Hypernetwork [47] method, i.e., inserting a separate small neural network into
the middle layer of the original diffusion model to affect the output. The training speed
of this method is relatively fast, but the image-generation effect is average. The third
is LoRA [48], i.e., assigning weight to the attention cross-layer to allow the learning of
new knowledge. This method can generate models averaging several hundred MB in
size with better image-generation effects after medium training time. The fourth is the
Dreambooth [45] method, i.e., fine-tuning the original diffusion model as a whole. Using
this method, a prior-preservation loss is designed to train the diffusion model and enable it
to generate images conforming to the prompt while preventing overfitting [50,51]. Rare
vocabulary is recommended when naming new knowledge to avoid language drift due
to similarities with the original model’s vocabulary [50,51]. This method only requires 3
to 5 images on a specific topic with corresponding textual descriptions to fine-tune for a
particular case and match the specific textual description with the characteristics of the
input image. The fine-tuned model generates images based on specific topic words and
general descriptors [31,46]. As the entire model is fine-tuned using the Dreambooth method,
the yielded results are usually the best among these methods.
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3. Methodology

This research proposes using an improved diffusion model to generate architectural
designs. The method employed a novel architectural design dataset (MBD-8) and a new
design style loss function to fine-tune the diffusion model, thus enabling it to generate
high-quality architectural designs of different styles in batches. In this way, designers are
provided with numerous high-quality design schemes in the design stage, which effectively
solves the low efficiency and quality in architectural design.

3.1. Collect Building Datasets

The dataset was built by collecting images from architectural design websites. Specifi-
cally, 310 images of high-quality architectural designs by eight renowned architects were
gathered. To facilitate design style pairing with the images, each image was annotated with
the name of the corresponding architect to represent the specific architectural design style.
An overview of MBD-8 is provided in Table 1, listing the number of designs of different
architecture types designed by each master architect.

Table 1. Architecture type distribution of different architects in MBD-8.

I. M. Pei Frank
Gehry

Richard
Meier

Louis
Kahn

Renzo
Piano

Ludwig
Mies van
der Rohe

Shu Wang Zaha
Hadid

Expo Centers 23 18 17 14 14 11 36 29
Mansions 8 8 3 4 15 13 4 7
Houses 9 16 12 21 9 13 4 2
Total 40 42 32 39 38 37 44 38

3.2. Build the Training Loss Function

In this research, a new composite loss function was proposed, i.e., adding the architec-
tural style to the conventional loss function (Equation (1)) as a loss to form Equation (2). The
first part of Equation (2) is the regular loss, which ensures the model learns an architectural
style. The second part is the prior knowledge loss, which prevents the diffusion model
from forgetting old knowledge while learning new knowledge. Thus, the two parts of
Equation (2) ensure that the diffusion model retains the original basic understanding while
remembering the architectural style.

The basic diffusion model can be expressed as Equation (1):

E =
1
N

N

∑
i=1
||Ŷθ(αtY + σtε, g)−Y||22, (1)

where E is the average loss, and the diffusion model reduces the loss through training, i.e.,
denoising the noisy image; Ŷθ is a pre-trained text-to-image diffusion model that receives
a noisy image vector αtY + σtε and a text vector g as inputs and predicts a noise-free
image; the training process uses a squared error loss to optimize the model and reduce the
difference Y between the expected and actual images.

The fine-tuned diffusion is expressed as Equation (2):

E = ||Ŷθ(αtY + σtε, g)−Y||22 + λw||Ŷθ(αt′Ypr + σt′ε
′, gpr)−Ypr||22. (2)

By adding the architectural style as a loss function to Equation (1), Equation (2) solves
the problem that the conventional diffusion models cannot generate architecture designs of
specified styles. The first term of Equation (2) is Equation (1), which measures the difference
between the image generated after fine-tuning and the actual image used for training. The
second term is a loss term that preserves the knowledge of the original model. Smaller
differences between the images generated by the fine-tuned model and the original frozen
diffusion model indicate better abilities to retain the knowledge of the original model. λw
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is the weight of the two losses, which is automatically adjusted for the best generation
effect. The new loss function incentivizes the model to retain the original diffusion model’s
knowledge while learning the architectural style so that the fine-tuned diffusion model can
generate architectural designs of specified styles.

3.3. Fine-Tuning the Master Builder Model

We used MBD-8 to fine-tune the diffusion model. Specifically, these graphic data
labeled with different architectural master design styles were input into the diffusion
model with a novel composite loss function for training. Considering the involvement of
architectural style loss items in the loss function, the model can learn various architectural
design styles during training and bind them to our preset prompts. After that, the designer
can generate the specified architectural design style by importing the preset prompts.

3.4. Generating Designs Using Fine-Tuned Models

Designers can easily use the fine-tuned diffusion model to obtain high-quality ar-
chitectural designs by entering architectural terms and guiding words. The proposed
method replaces the conventional design processes of drawing, modeling, and rendering
with a generative design approach. With the proposed method, generating a design takes
only 10 s on a computer with a graphics card with 12 GB VRAM. Thus, the architectural
design workflow is optimized, and the design efficiency and quality are improved. A com-
parison between the conventional design method and the proposed method is presented in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Conventional design methods compared with the proposed method. The conventional
design processes include preparing 2D drawings, building 3D models, and producing renderings. The
proposed method directly generates design renderings based merely on text prompts. If modifications
are required, conventional methods must redo the entire design, while the proposed method only
needs a modified prompt to regenerate the design.

3.5. Evaluation Metrics

Evaluating generative architectural design images is challenging. Conventional au-
tomated image-evaluation methods only allow image aesthetic or composition assess-
ment [52,53], and the design content assessment is still lacking. Evaluating architectural
design content quality requires reasonable evaluation indicators and expert manual scoring.
For this purpose, establishing diverse evaluation metrics is necessary. In collaboration with
senior architects, this study developed a set of evaluation indexes applicable to generative
architectural design, covering the whole and details of generative images and enabling
a comprehensive assessment of the design quality. Eight evaluation items were deter-
mined, including “overall impression”, “architectural details”, “architectural integrity”,
“lighting relationship”, “architectural realism”, “composition”, “architectural background”,
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and “consistent architectural style”. The evaluation used a two-category scoring method,
and professional designers scored the images: one point for those that meet the scoring
requirements and zero for the others.

Elaborations on the content and importance of each evaluation index were given as
follows. We believe that “overall impression” and “consistent architectural style” are the
most-critical indicators. Specifically, the former refers to the designer’s general perception
of the generated image. When the image is considered generally beautiful and has no
obvious errors, it is typically feasible; the latter evaluates whether the input text prompts
generate a building with the corresponding design style. Consistency of architectural style
is essential for generative design. In addition, the “architectural details” can judge whether
the design details of buildings in an image are clear and reasonable. “Architectural integrity”
refers to the evaluation of the building’s integrity. “Lighting relationship” examines the
correctness of lights, shadows, and colors in generative images. “Architectural realism”
indicates the realism degree of designed buildings. “Composition” can provide insights
into the rationality of the building location. “Architectural background” is defined as the
authenticity of the generated architectural background.

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Implementation Details

The fine-tuned diffusion model was implemented based on Pytorch. The experiment
platform was a Windows 10 system running on 64 GB of RAM and 12 GB of VRAM. The
number of iterations was 30,000 steps, and each training time was four hours. During pre-
processing, the input images were automatically cropped to a 512× 512 resolution. Mirror
flipping was adopted as the data-enhancement method. The learning rate was 2× 10−6;
the batch size was four; XFormers and FP16 were used to accelerate the calculations.

4.2. Visual Qualitative Assessment

Visual evaluation is essential for assessing the quality of the generated images. The
images generated by the proposed method were visually compared with those generated
by three mainstream diffusion models, i.e., Stable Diffusion, Midjourney, and DALL E2.
The same guiding words were used for the different models to generate images to facilitate
the comparison. The generated images are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that Stable Diffusion failed to generate aesthetically pleasing designs
with specified styles. In comparison, Midjourney performed significantly better. Mid-
journey understood the design styles of a few renowned architects and could generate
corresponding designs. The images generated by DALL E2 were more realistic, but mostly
lacked specific architectural styles and exhibited deficient architectural completeness. More-
over, a common drawback was observed in all three mainstream models. Specifically, these
models lack knowledge of non-Western design styles, likely due to the limited architecture
designed by non-Western architects in the training data. Consequently, these models may
produce biased results when generating designs in the styles of architects from other coun-
tries. For example, when generating architectural designs in the style of Chinese architect
“Shu Wang”, all three models failed to accurately reproduce a consistent style. In contrast,
the fine-tuned model demonstrated the capability to understand various architectural de-
sign styles, generating designs with complete compositions, creativity, and design details,
while maintaining a high level of realism.

4.3. Quantitative Evaluation

The architectural designs generated by the proposed method were quantitatively
compared with those generated by Midjourney, DALL E2, and Stable Diffusion. Each
model generated 10 images in each of the eight different styles, resulting in 320 architectural
design images. Then, the ten invited professional designers quantitatively evaluated the
images based on eight indicators, namely, “overall impression”, “architectural details”,
“architectural integrity”, “lighting relationship”, “architectural realism”, “composition”,
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“realistic architectural background”, and “consistent architectural style”. One point was
awarded if the image met the requirements for each evaluation indicator, and no point
was awarded otherwise. Finally, the average score of each indicator was calculated and
converted into a percentage to obtain the quantitative score for each model. The scores of
the different diffusion models are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Comparison between the proposed method and mainstream methods in generative ar-
chitectural design. Each method generated architectural designs in six different styles, a total of
24 images. (Prompt: “An architectural photo in the style of (well-known architect’s name), photo”).

Figure 6. Quantitative evaluation of the different models when generating architectural designs.

As shown in Figure 6, the four models showed considerable differences in their
architectural designs. Among them, Stable Diffusion had the lowest score, with scores of
each evaluation indicator below 10%, showing a clear gap with the other three models.
It was almost impossible for the Stable Diffusion model to generate architectural designs
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meeting the design requirements. The DALL E2 and Midjourney models had their merits
and demerits. Compared with the DALL E2 model, the Midjourney model performed better
in terms of “consistent architectural style”, “overall impression”, “architectural integrity”,
and “composition”, with scores being 15.8%, 23.4%, 30.4%, and 21.5% higher than those of
DALL E2, respectively. The images generated by DALL E2 scored 14.3%, 26.9%, 24.2%, and
30.4% higher than those of Midjourney in terms of the “architectural details”, “architectural
realism”, “realistic architectural background”, and “lighting relationship”. DALL E2 had
more advantages than Midjourney when generating realistic images.

Compared with the other models, the proposed model took the lead in all eight scoring
metrics, especially the “consistent architectural style”, reaching 93.7%. In addition, the
proposed model successfully overcame the problem of the other three models, i.e., the
difficulties in generating designs with styles of foreign architects, exhibiting a massive
advantage in generating diverse architectural design styles. Considered comprehensively,
the designs generated by the proposed model proved superior to those of the other models
and showed higher usability.

4.4. Special Guiding Words

Appropriate guiding words play a major role in controlling the generated architectural
designs. Therefore, this research summarized six categories of applicable guiding words
with a clear impact on architectural design, namely “building type”, “illumination”, “angle
of view”, “environment”, “architectural style”, and “time”. Then, cue words that could
effectively control these elements were experimented on. By testing different guiding
words, a summary of the vocabulary capable of precisely controlling the image generation
was obtained and listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Six types of guiding words with obvious effects on architectural design generation.

Building Type Illumination Angle of View Environment Architectural Style Time

Museum Day light Top view Residential area Modernism Morning
Residential Night light Side view Business district Bauhaus Noon

Hotel Natural light Aerial view City center Functionalism Evening
Apartment Cinematic light Front view Plaza Neofuturist Night

Commercial build Sun light Low-angle view Park Minimalism Spring
Office building Moon light Countryside Postmodern Summer
Exhibition hall Villa area Gravel path Autumn

Concert hall Garden Winter
Canal

For example, “building type” guiding words were used to adjust the type and scale of
the building; “illumination” guiding words were used to adjust the lighting conditions of
the generated image and change the atmosphere of the building; “angle of view” guiding
words were used to adjust the angle of view of the image and change the observing angle
and perspective of the building; “environment” guiding words were used to adjust the
surrounding environment of the building; “architectural style” guiding words were used to
control the style of the generated architectural design; “time” guiding words could control
the observation period and season of the building and change its atmosphere.

Figure 7 demonstrates the effects of the guiding words above in controlling image
generation. Figure 7A shows images generated by combining “Architectural style” and
“Building type” guiding words. Figure 7B demonstrates the combination of “Illumination”
and “Architectural style” guiding words. Figure 7C shows the combination of “Angle
of view” and “Architectural style” guiding words. Figure 7D shows the combination of
“Environment” and “Architectural style” guiding words. The combination of these guiding
words achieved effective control over the generated results.
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Figure 7. The subfigures (A–D) show the impact of different combinations of control vocabulary on
the generation results. The guiding words summarized in this research achieved more-precise control
over the architectural design generation results.

The effectiveness of the proposed method was proven, and the guiding words can
help designers generate designs conforming to the requirements, thereby improving design
efficiency and quality.

4.5. Generate Design Details Showcase

Figure 8 shows the architectural design generated by the proposed method, which is in
the style of the famous Chinese architect “Shu Wang”. The generated architectural design
met the style requirements and was full of details. Specifically, a sloping roof design was
adopted, and the materials included bricks, stones, and tiles, all essential manifestations of
the “Shu Wang” style. In addition, the generated image had a good composition, fine light
and shadow effects, and an excellent sense of realism. Therefore, the architectural design
generated by the proposed method reached a usable level, capable of improving design
efficiency and quality.
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Figure 8. Architectural design in the “Shu Wang” style generated by the proposed method. (Prompt:
“An architectural photo in the Shu Wang style, photo, realistic, high definition, museum, gravel path,
garden, canal, sunlight, white clouds, autumn”).

5. Discussion

This research demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approach through quali-
tative and quantitative analyses. In terms of qualitative analysis, the visual comparison
with other methods proved that the proposed method can generate architectural designs of
specified styles, an ability not achieved by other mainstream diffusion models. In terms of
quantitative analysis, the quantitative data proved the superiority of the proposed method
in all evaluation indicators. In particular, the proposed method has the advantage of gener-
ating specified architectural styles and usable designs. Taking the consistent architectural
style indicator as an example, the proposed method performed well and surpassed Mid-
journey, DALL E2, and Stable Diffusion by 34.7%, 50.5%, and 84.95%, respectively, which
fully demonstrated its effectiveness.

Potential ethical and bias risks exist in using AI to generate designs. For example,
training AI relies on considerable data scraped from the Internet, and the clarification of
data copyright is generally required. Legislating data copyright to define available data
is necessary for protecting user privacy. Another example is that model training may be
biased in the learned knowledge due to a lack of diversity in the collected datasets. The
model training needs to consider cultural diversity. Furthermore, the rapid development
of generative image technology has blurred the boundary between real and generated
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images. Above all, managing or forcing unified annotated generated images is important;
otherwise, misunderstandings may originate.

6. Conclusions

We propose a new AI approach for generative architectural design to help designers
improve design quality. This method first constructs a master builder dataset (i.e., MBD-8)
to solve the problem of insufficient training data and then proposes a new loss function.
Then, the MBD-8 dataset and the loss function were employed to fine-tune the diffusion
model. The fine-tuned model enables batch production of master-quality designs of a
given architectural style. In the present work, guiding words that control the architectural
design were summarized to ensure better controllability. The experiments showed that
the proposed method can efficiently generate architectural designs in batches, improving
design efficiency and quality.

This research has limitations. In application, the method primarily generates and mod-
ifies design concept solutions quickly. Despite its advantages in improving the efficiency
and quality of scheme design, the designer still needs to remodel the generated renderings
into a 3D model in the construction stage. For example, only the design styles of eight
master architects were collected for the training data, which proved that the diffusion model
could learn these styles to generate high-quality designs, while other architectural design
styles were not collected nor tested. In addition, this research lacked the consideration of
comprehensive quantitative evaluation indicators of architectural design. Furthermore,
exploring more-effective guiding words for architectural generation is a future research
direction.

Future work will involve the following aspects:

1. Building more-comprehensive architectural style datasets and expanding the architec-
tural styles generated by the diffusion model;

2. Establishing automatic evaluation indicators and algorithms suitable for architectural
design;

3. Establishing a more-comprehensive text-to-image guiding word dictionary for better
control over the text-to-image results;

4. Exploring the feasibility of directly using the diffusion model to generate trimodal
models or videos.
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